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AUSFÜLLHILFE: BEWEGEN SIE DEN MAUSZEIGER ÜBER DIE ÜBERSCHRIFTEN. AUSFÜHRLICHE HINWEISE:  LEITFADEN MODULBESCHREIBUNG

  

 

Recycling 

Module code 
 

FH26592 (PL) 
 

Workload 
 

90h 

Credits/CP 
 

3 

Semester 
 

3rd onwards 

Frequency of module 
 

each semester 

Duration 
 

1 semester 

1 Module 
 

Recycling 
 

Teaching Language 
 

German  

Contact hours 
 
2 SWS/22.5h 

Self-study 
 
67.5h 

Class size 
 

up to 40 

2 Learning outcomes 
 
Knowledge (1) and understanding (2): After successful participation in the module, the students know and 
understand ... 
 

- all process steps until a product is recycled 
- Popular scientific errors in the field of plastics recycling 
- Aspects of occupational health and safety during recycling 
- Legal basis 
- Guidelines for the design of a recyclable product or process 

 
Application (3): After successful participation in the module, students can 

- When designing a product or developing a process, apply all important recycling guidelines and all aspects of 
occupational health and safety. 

 
Analysis (4): after successful participation in the module, the students can 

- analyse all relevant aspects of recycling and occupational health and safety for a product or process  
 
Synthesis (5) and Evaluation (6): after successful participation in the module, students can 

- Design development and process flows with regard to recycling aspects 
- evaluate all relevant recycling aspects of a product or process 

 

3 Individual component content  

- Legal basis 

Conservation of resources, product responsibility, duties of public authorities  

- recyclable construction 

Types of recycling and their characteristics, life cycle analysis (LCA),  

- Aspects of occupational health and safety during recycling 

statutory accident insurance, cost blocks of an industrial accident, FFZ accident 

 

http://findo.hs-furtwangen.de/pub/QM_Board/HFU_Leitfaden_Modulbeschreibung.pdf
http://findo.hs-furtwangen.de/pub/QM_Board/HFU_Leitfaden_Modulbeschreibung.pdf
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- plastic recycling products 

Examples from household, logistics, road traffic, packaging technology, etc. 

- Feedback from recovery to production (of a product) 

How does a recycler look at a material stream? 

- Unconventional plastic products 

e.g. for outdoor furniture and hydraulic engineering there were only wood and concrete so far. 

 

4 Teaching methods 

block lecture 

5 Prerequisites 
 
none 

6 Methods of assessment 
 
written exam 
 

7 Applicability of module 
 
Elective subject for Bachelor of Science and Master of Science 
 

8 Person responsible for module/ lecturer 
 
Dr.-Ing. Stefan Bosewitz 
 

9 Reading list (Core texts and recommended texts) 
 
Kunststoff Recycling in Produkten, VGE Verlag 
 

 
 


